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a b s t r a c t

Differential Evolution (DE) has been widely researched because of its excellent performance and many
differential evolution variants have been proposed. However, no variant was able to consistently perform
over a wide range of test problems. This paper presents a novel algorithm based on the one-step k-means
clustering, random-based sampling and Gaussian sampling to improve the performance of DE to solve
optimization problems efficiently. The proposed enhanced DE utilizes the one-step k-means clustering to
generate k search spaces. In these spaces, the new mutation operators based on random-based sampling
and Gaussian sampling are used to exploit. The resulting algorithms are named as clustering-based
differential evolution with random-based sampling and Gaussian sampling (GRCDE). Experimental ver-
ifications are conducted on 25 benchmark functions and the CEC'05 competition, including detailed
analysis for GRCDE. The results clearly show that GRCDE outperforms other state-of-the-art evolutionary
algorithms in terms of the solution accuracy and the convergence rate.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Global optimization is an attractive research area in the com-
puter science and there are a considerable number of real-world
decision processes that require the solving of global optimization
problems. In fact, many engineering problems can be transformed
into global optimization problems [1–4]. The purpose of global
optimization is to determine the solutions for all of the decision
variables by optimizing the objective function. Formally, global
optimization is stated as follows:

minf ðXÞ
LjrxjrUj

j¼ 1;2;…;D ð1Þ

where X is a D-dimensional vector, f(X) is the objective function
and where each xj has a lower limit Lj and an upper limit Uj. The
function f(X) does not need to be continuous but it must be
bounded. In global optimization problems, to find the global
optimal solution is particularly challenging when the dimension is

high and there are numerous local optima. Currently, there are
many research results for global optimization problems [5–7].

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [8] have a long history of suc-
cessfully solving global optimization problems. EAs contain a wide
range of algorithms that have been introduced to solve complex
optimization problems, such as the genetic algorithm (GA) [9],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10], differential evolution (DE)
[11–13], etc. In this paper, DE is considered for solving global
optimization problems.

Differential evolution is known as an efficient EA. The mutation
operator of DE is main search operator and moves the population
towards the global optimum. Currently, there are 10 different schemes
of DE [12]. But there is no known mutation operator that will con-
sistently perform for all classes of optimization problems. This moti-
vates the researchers to consider new mutation operators in DE for a
better coverage of problems. In recent years, a number of improved DE
variants haven been proposed [14–18]. All of these algorithms are
based on the design of mutation operators and these strategies are
helpful to improve the performance of DE. To further improve the
adaptability of the algorithm, adaptive or self-adaptive mechanisms
that control the parameters of DE is used with the design of mutation
operators. These DE variants haven been proposed [14,19–21].

Generally, DE is good at exploring the search space and locating
the region of global minimum but is poor at exploitation of the
solutions. In the evolutionary process, the stronger exploitation
ability of DE is, the faster convergence speed of reaching the optimal
solution should be. Hence, enhancing the exploitation ability is
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helpful to improve the overall performance of DE. According to the
population distribution, the search space is divided into multiple
regions and each region is exploited, respectively. This method can
effectively improve the exploitation ability of DE.

Based on these considerations, this paper proposes a novel
clustering-based differential evolution with random-based sam-
pling and Gaussian sampling (GRCDE). Random-based sampling is
motivated by center-based sampling [22]. Compared with center-
based sampling, the search ability of random-based sampling is
stronger and more flexible because of the randomness. The basic
idea of the proposed algorithm is based on the following con-
sideration. In GRCDE, the population is partitioned into k subsets
by the one-step k-means clustering, and each subset is considered
as a promising area for exploitation. Random-based sampling and
Gaussian sampling are used to design the new mutation strategies
to search in these promising areas. GRCDE employs two different
mutation schemes, the mutation scheme based on random-based
sampling and Gaussian mutation scheme. These mutation
schemes search in different ways to improve the search efficiency.
The best vector created by two mutation schemes is select into the
next generation population. The advantages of the proposed
technique are as follows: (1) the mutation operators are able to
enhance the exploitation ability of DE; (2) our approach is still
very simple; (3) our approach does not increase the overall com-
plexity of DE. In order to verify the performance of the proposed
approaches, two comprehensive sets of experiments are con-
ducted on 25 well-known numerical benchmark functions and the
CEC'05 competition. Compared with other state-of-the-art EAs,
our approach performs better, or at least comparably, in terms of
the quality of the final solutions and the convergence speed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the traditional DE algorithm and gives a short literature
review. Section 3 briefly describes the k-means clustering used in
this work. Section 4 introduces center-based sampling and
random-based sampling. The proposed approach is presented in
detail in Section 5. Experimental results and discussions are
reported in Section 6. Finally, some conclusions and possible paths
for future research are provided in Section 7.

2. Differential evolution

Differential evolution has become one of the most frequently
used evolutionary algorithms for solving the continuous global
optimization problems in recent years [23–26]. Just like other EAs,
DE is also a population-based stochastic search and contains four
main steps, initialization, mutation, crossover and selection. It
starts with a population of NP vectors representing the candidate
solutions, where NP indicates the population size. It assumes that
Xi;G ¼ fxi;1;G; xi;2;G;…; xi;D;Gg is the ith candidate solution vector in
generation G, where i¼ 1;2;…;NP, D is the dimension of the
problem, and G is the generation index. The differential evolution
algorithm is written in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. DE algorithm with DE/rand/1/bin: model1.

1: Generate the initial population and population scale is NP,
set scaling factor F, crossover probability CR, D is the num-
ber of decision variables, give the maximum number of
iterations, MaxGens, set counter G¼1;

2: Evaluate the fitness for each individual in the population;
3: while GoMaxGens do
4: for i¼1 to NP do
5: Chose three vectors Xr1;G;Xr2;G;Xr3;G randomly from the

current population, where r1ar2ar3a i;

6: Generate a new trial vector V ¼ fvi;1; vi;2…vi;Dg according to

V ¼ Xr1;GþFnðXr2;G�Xr3;GÞ

7: Generate a new vector U ¼ fui;1;ui;2…ui;Dg, according to
the preset vector Xi;G and the vector V generated in Step 6 as
follows:

uij ¼
vij if ðrandð0;1ÞrCR or j¼ randint½1;nÞÞ
xij if ðrandð0;1Þ4CR or jarandint½1;nÞÞ

(
j¼ 1;2;…;D

where randð0;1Þ is a uniform random number in range ð0;1Þ,
and randint½1;nÞ is a randomly chosen index in the set
f1;2;…;Npg, which insures the new vector to get at least one
parameter from the new generated vector v;

8: Evaluate the offspring U;
9: if U is better than Xi;G then
10: Xi;Gþ1 ¼U
11: end if
12: end for
13: G¼Gþ1;
14: end while

For the terminal conditions, one can either fix the maximum
number of fitness evaluations (Max_NFEs) or the precision of a
desired solution value to reach (VTR). The efficiency of differential
evolution is very sensitive to the setting of control parameters. In
general conditions, the control parameters depend on the results
of preliminary tuning. The mutation scheme achieves to explore
the search space. In the DE family, many mutation schemes have
been proposed [12]. Some well-known mutation schemes are lis-
ted as follows:

DE=rand=1 : Vi ¼ Xr1þFnðXr2�Xr3Þ ð2Þ

DE=best=1 : Vi ¼ XbestþFnðXr1�Xr2Þ ð3Þ

DE=rand�to�best=1 : Vi ¼ XiþλnðXbest�XiÞþFnðXr1�Xr2Þ ð4Þ
where r1; r2; r3Af1;2;…;NPg are randomly chosen integers,
which are different from each other and also different from the
running index i. Xbest represents the best individual in the current
generation. Fð40Þ is a scaling factor which controls the amplifi-
cation of the differential vector. λ is an additional control
parameter.

The aim of crossover is recombination of the solutions from
previous generations. Crossover is employed to build trial vectors
by recombining the current vector and the mutant one. After the
crossover, a greedy selection mechanism is used to select the
better one between the parent vector Xi;G and the trial vector U
according to their fitness values. DE's performance highly depends
on the selected mutation strategies and corresponding control
parameters.

Due to the performance of DE highly depends on appro-
priately choosing trial vector generation strategies and their
associated control parameter values, many researchers have
proposed many methods to improve the selection, mutation,
crossover strategies of DE and investigating optimum choice of
DE control parameters.

The design of new evolution operation or improve original
evolution operation is an important research direction. Cai [27]
proposed a hybrid DE based on the one-step k-means clustering
(CDE). In CDE, the one-step k-means clustering is used to generate
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